Manufacturers Guide to Intelligent Communications

RETHINK PRODUCTIVITY
WITH TRBOCALL THE ULTRA SMART
DIGITAL TWO WAY RADIO SOLUTION
Soaring customer expectations for faster deliveries is a
constant pressure on manufacturers to build a reliable and
stable production line; because when people work without
interruption, factories work smarter.

CONNECTING INFORMATION; THE SMART WAY

ENHANCING PRODUCTIVITY WITH TRBOCALL

Smart technology connects people with the
information they need to work on their tasks,
without interruption or distraction. Using the latest
voice and data communications, everyone has the
tools they need to work at their productive best.

Productivity has shaped the development of the
new generation of digital radios. Purpose built for
plant communications, they include a range of
mission critical features that bring efficiency to the
forefront.

Intelligent Audio - Factories can be noisy
places and workers need to hear and be heard
clearly. Digital radios adjust volume
automatically in line with fluctuating
background noise to ensure commands are not
misunderstood, or requests for help ignored.

Work Order Ticketing - Prioritises personnel
and creates efficient workflows. Work order
ticketing helps resolve issues fast, enhances
the efficiency of personnel responding to
issues and coordinates maintenance. It also
helps generate reports to ensure efficient
workflows.

Location Tracking - Knowing precisely where
resources are at any given time is essential.
Location tracking keeps tabs on people and
assets as they move around a facility. This
makes it easy to find workers quickly and
identify the most appropriate worker for a
specific task.

Bluetooth - Enables fast wire-free
communications between devices. With
Bluetooth, workers can share information
effortlessly with colleagues and take
advantage of Bluetooth accessories; including
headsets for hands-free communication.
Bluetooth also enables precise indoor location
tracking.

Over-the-Air Programming - Allows radios to
be managed over Wi-Fi from a central location.
This saves workers from having to bring their
device to a hub, optimising time management
and productivity.

WAVE Work Group Communications Instantly connects workers using different
devices and networks. WAVE allows workers
to communicate with colleagues over push-totalk, whether on a smartphone, 2-way radio,
laptop, landline or tablet. It removes barriers
to interoperability for better real-time
coordination between teams.

For more information on how to keep up with the
market and keep costs down, visit
www.eemits.co.uk/why-trbocall
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